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�WHAT’S CHANGED?  WHAT’S CHANGING? 
 Everything
 Complete upheaval has readjusted everybody’s values 

�NEW VALUES DRIVING BEHAVIOR
1. Reality / Authenticity 
2. Thrift 
3. Empowerment 
4. Contentment 
5. Personalization
6. Security/Control
7. Savvy 
8. Flexibility 
9. Change
10.Simplification

THE FUTURE: IT’S NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE



TREND 1 | NEW RULES | AMERICA’S REBOOTING
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�Venerable icons and institutions have toppled.  
o Government, Church, Banks, Investment companies and 

Medicine are all in question. 
�Customs, institutions and beliefs are in question 
�Cultural and social uneasiness.  
�Little guy vs. big institutions. 
�What is right and wrong? 
 Everything Bad is Good for You, Freakonomics, Blunder

� Didn’t see this coming.  Did you?
o Free play better than Baby Einstein
o Diet soda makes you fat
o Bad posture is good for you
o Tiger not a saint? And John Edwards?
o Toyota bad?  Ford good?
o The Saints are Super Bowl Champs????



TREND 2 | GETTING REAL

�Formulaic “ad speak” is over.  BS antennae are way up.  The Man no longer 
controls.  Blogs and Tweets give people the Real Deal.  

�People are learning from each other, thinking for themselves and making 
their own choices. 
 Twitter Ski Reports:  Giving each other the real scoop from the top 
 Angie’s Lists: For Teachers, Schools, Doctors
 Yelp
 Consumer MD
 Whole Foods: Origins of ingredients
 Ally Bank: Exploiting the need for Real
 Money-maker degrees
 Exposed vulnerability: Keeping it real

�67% of 2009 high school graduates told Princeton Review 
that the economy has affected their decisions about 
schools
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TREND 3 | DIGITAL CLOUD & AVATARING
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TREND 4 | CROWDFUNDING & CROWDSOURCING

�Crowd funding: People pooling their money together via the Internet 
(SMS) to support efforts initiated by other people or organizations.
� GreenNote: College students are using peer-to-peer lending sites.
� CollegeDegreeFund.com: Direct donations between $10 and $100
� GradeFund.com works to reward good grades with financial gifts
� SmartyPig - social networking meets saving. Users save money for large 

purchases and friends and family can contribute to their fund. 
� Having a public account lets users show off their savings plan and connect 

with others for support and encouragement
�Crowd sourcing – Collective opinions in real time. 

� Unigo: Tens of thousands of free student-generated reviews for over 225 top 
colleges, giving answers that may differ from school’s responses

� RateMyProfessors.com Students are demanding - and getting - greater 
campus transparency
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TREND 5 | PERSONALIZATION
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�YOUniversity: more customization to create degrees that match the 
unIque needs and interests of students

�Low-cost, no frills” bachelor’s degrees - no sports, extracurricular or 
dorms combined with an accelerated year-round program.

�3-year colleges

�Virgin Money’s Lender Blender is personalizing borrowing - students 
to create a customized loan package based on what school they are 
attending and what loan options best meet their needs.

�Millennials have a different definition of the “college experience”

•Their goal is practical skills, a higher likelihood of employment, 

•Fixed salary and if possible a lower tuition

•The name at the top of the diploma is less important.



TREND 6 | FREE AGENT | FLEXIBILITY
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Responsibilities grow but spatial constraints and restrictions 
disappear.

�Social Strata: Company that let’s workers make their own 
schedules

�Work/Life Balance is now Work/Life Blending
�Every Starbucks is an office
�Homes look like offices  
�Offices look like homes
�Coffee shops look like living rooms



TREND 7 | FAMILY 3.0
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“It can be a mom and a dad or one dad or two dads or two moms.  It 
doesn’t matter a family is a family.”

5 YEAR OLD CHILD’S ANSWER TO, “WHAT IS A FAMILY.”

�Race, age, parents' sexual orientation - are much more fluid now. 
•Mixed-race marriages, multi-race families, same-sex marriages, 
childless couples, grandparents raising kids –

•All these realities are changing the family as we know it. 

�Families are now “framilies”. It's not a hierarchy of blood over connection. 
It's inclusion.

• Me is We in Millennial Land   even in the 'burbs.

�GreenNote connects needy collegians with friends and family
�FOM’s – Friends of Mom’s. iVillage even built a site around the term
�GradeFund - Family, friends, philanthropists, corporations, and other 
organizations join together in the mission of rewarding students for 
performing well in school.



TREND 8 | INCREMENTALIZATION & LOCALIZATION 
�Llfe in bite-size chunks.

 People are turning big hairy audacious goals into small real time 
increments

�Local is where it’s at.  Small is big

�A need for easy step by step instructions
�A little in abundance is a lot

�ATM/Debit/ Credit Card Rewards & Savings 
 Devising simple everyday ways to accrue wealth

�Using daily activities as work outs
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TREND 9 | DOWNSIZING
�The population in developed countries is declining. 

 Birthrates are plunging everywhere.  Women are having fewer 
children and later in life.

 “Advanced industrial countries experience remarkable declines 
in population.” George Friedman – The Next 100 Years

�Compact Living: Many new home owners are compromising larger living 
spaces in the suburbs for more practical solutions that are efficient, cozy 
and economical. 

�Private colleges are preparing for lower than normal matriculation 
rates by accepting more applicants, expanding wait lists and increasing 
efforts to entice admitted students. National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
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TREND 10 | EMOTION + INSTINCT
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�Sorry Descartes but you were wrong.

�Thanks to MRI technology and neuro-
mapping we know for sure that we are not 
rational creatures.

�Believing more in instinct and emotional 
intelligence

Strong instinctual abilities are becoming as 
important as as acquired knowledge. 

�US Army is training special forces of 
highly instinctual soldiers.



TREND 11 | QUEST FOR HAPPINESS

�Through a blend of personal pleasure, trusted 
connections and a practical sense of a greater 
purpose people are searching for happiness.

�Education with a Conscience.  In focus groups 
across five cities, a vast majority of participants 
were getting “green” or “socially responsible” MBAs.
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“Look at every path 

closely and 

deliberately, then ask 

ourselves this crucial 

question: Does this 

path have a heart? If it 

does, then the path is 

good. If it doesn't, it is 

of no use.”

CARLOS CASTANEDA

�Harvard’s most popular course is on 
happiness. 

�Scientific research shows that giving makes 
people happier.

�The Giving Tree GiveCard & JustGive.org
makes giving fast and simple

�Comfort food – Meat Loaf and Jenga. 



IMPLICATIONS
�Stop selling and start guiding
 Migrate from financial product to life guidance.
 Provide small, easy, actionable steps.
 Provide money-saving plan to loosen up $$ for 529 funds.  
 Help students and parents build crowd funding sites and tools to start their collection drives.   

Gift cards, change collection tools. 
�The target is very different - The New American Framily
 NOT Ward and June Cleaver.
 As younger generations of empowered and entitled women churn toward work-life blending, 

innovation and practicality will rule. By 2010, according to Fannie Mae, single women 
will be queen of the castle in over 28% of U.S. households, owning 31 million homes.

 Percentage of US households headed by single parent has nearly doubled since 1970.[7]

�Creation of happy, self sufficient adults is the lead story.
 “Career Bound Fund” “Adult Bound Fund?” Focus on student, not the college.
 “4-year College” may not be the answer for everybody.  But happiness and self-suffiency

will remain a constant goal for parents. 
 Michelin:  it’s the baby, not the tire 

�Schools will aggressively brand and promote. 
 Creating flexible and creative ways to pay - Flexible or "locked low-price”
 College a la carte.  “GIve me a curriculum but hold the dorm, sport, frat and activities and 

can you make that to go.”
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